Learn how to use the Option LogRefer config.txt directive to specify if EZproxy should record its attempts at performing referring URL authentication.

**Option LogReferer** specifies that, during login processing, EZproxy should record its attempts at performing referring URL authentication. This option should only be enabled during referring URL authentication testing, and should be removed once referring URL authentication works as expected.

**Option LogReferer** is a non-repeatable position-independent config.txt directive that appears in the messages.txt logs.

**Syntax**

```
Option LogReferer
```

**Examples**

Enable the logging of referring URL authentication attempts.

```
Option LogReferer
```

**Related directives**

[LogFormat](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/EZproxy/Configure_resources/Option_LogRefer), [Referring URL authentication](https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/EZproxy/Configure_resources/Option_LogRefer)